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EFFECTS OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM ON THESTRUCTURE OF CONDENSATES OF BOSONICATOMS CONFINED IN AN EXTERNAL TRAP�B.R. MottelsonNORDITA, Blegdamsvej 17, 2100 Copenhagen Ø, Denmark(Reeived August 8, 2001)Extended abstratA loud of 106 neutral bosoni atoms on�ned by external magneti �eldsto a spatial region of order 10�m and ooled to a temperature of order 10 nK(�10�12 eV) ondenses into a state in whih almost all the atoms are movingin the lowest single partile quantum state of the on�ning potential. Thestudy of the yrast spetrum of suh a system presents a rih struture oforrelation and olletive modes with many analogies to issues enounteredin the analysis of the e�ets of angular momentum on the struture of atominulei.The on�ning potential is quite aurately modelled as a spherial har-moni osillator sine the dimensions of the oils that produe the magneti�eld are large ompared with the extension of the loud. This implies thatin the absene of interations the lowest single partile on�gurations ex-hibit an enormous degeneray as soon as the total angular momentum L,is large ompared with ~, sine the total single partile energy is the samewhether one partile is exited to a state with angular momentum l = L,or two partiles are exited to states with l1 and l2 where l1 + l2 = L, orthree partiles exited to l1; l2, and l3 where l1 + l2 + l3 = L et. Thus theruial issues in the disussion of the yrast spetrum is to disover the e�etsof the interations between the atoms ating in this large degenerate spaeof states. Beause of the ultra-low temperature, the de Broglie wave-lengthof the atoms is large ompared with the range of the interatomi fores,� Invited talk presented at the High Spin Physis 2001 NATO Advaned ResearhWorkshop, dediated to the memory of Zdzisªaw Szyma«ski, Warsaw, Poland,February 6�10, 2001. (2711)



2712 B.R. Mottelsonand thus the two body fores are only felt through the very low energys-wave sattering whih gives rise to a Æ-funtion e�etive interation thatis proportional to the sattering length, a.In order to ome as quikly as possible to some interesting results I shallin this leture on�ne myself to the simplest possible ase: weak attrativeinteration (a < 0). In this ase the attrative interation is optionally ex-ploited by the on�guration already enountered for L = 0: all atoms inthe lowest state of the osillator. This state has the smallest size and theatoms ompletely overlap eah other with no nodes in between. Thus, thelowest quantum state with angular momentum L is obtained by giving theangular momentum to the enter of mass of the loud leaving all the pos-sibilities for relative motion unexited. The lowest exitations with respetto this yrast state are obtained by taking 2~ of angular momentum out ofthe enter of mass and exiting a quadrupole surfae exitation of the loud.A slightly higher exited state is obtained by taking 3~ out of the enterof mass and exiting an otupole mode, et. The full spetrum of theseintrinsi exitations with respet to yrast an be rather simply alulatedand the resulting partition funtion evaluated. This reveals that there is athermal phase transition at a temperature N= lnL in units of the interationstrength; this phase transition signals the melting of the ondensation of theangular momentum in the enter of mass motions and is distint from andat a muh lower temperature than the London transition whih signals themelting of the ondensation of partiles into the lowest state of the on�ningpotential.The yrast state with all the angular momentum arried by enter ofmass motion an be rather easily analyzed with further interesting results.In partiular it is found that the ondensate is highly �fragmented�, i.e., theone partile density matrix exhibits partial ondensation into many di�er-ent one-partile states, but, despite this fragmentation, this state retains theharateristi properties of a super�uid ondensate: stability with respetto small perturbations, persistent urrents, et., even in the thermodynamilimit in whih the number of partiles beomes arbitrarily large (while keep-ing the average density and angular momentum per partile onstant).


